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Mr. STEPRENSON said, in his own .collieries it had never been 
attempted  to work at such  a  depth  as 7,000 feet. H e  believed 
there was scarcely a coal-mine in existence which could not be 
worked  efficiently without the safety-lamp. Most of the  great 
explosions  were  caused  by the collection of gas in  the old  work- 
ings, or “ the waste,” as it was called in  the coal districts.  When 
a sudden depression of the  upper  strata occurred, this  gas was 
squeezed into  the air-courses, so that no practicable amount of 
ventilation would obviate the  danger of explosion. It some- 
times happened that yearn  elapsed  before this depression  took 
place, and  the fact of its  not showing itself for so long a period 
made those  in  charge less observant, while if it appeared suddenly 
there was no dealing  with  it. ‘For three years of his life, it had 
been his duty  to go down a  pit at  4 o’clock in  the morning, and 
to visit every working in  the mine. I n  those days ventilation was 
not so well understood, nor was so much attention paid to barometri- 
cal variations as indicating the. state of the ventilation; but  he 
believed if the barometer was carefully watched, by t,hose in 
charge of the pits,  many explosions might be prevented. The 
old-fashioned  way  was, when gas was met  with  in  the  working 
stalls, to  put up  a board with the word “ Jackets ” written  upon 
it, to intimate  that  .the place  was  unsafe, and if only B small 
quantity of gas was present, the men drove it out with their jackets. 

With  regard to safety-lamps, it might be thought  that  he had 
a prejudice in favour of George Stephenson’s lamp,  which  competed 
with  that of Sir  Humphry  Davy ; but  he had  nothing to  gain by 
advocating either one or the other,  although  he  certainly pre- 
ferred the Geordie lamp  to  the Davy. He had had  a  Davy 
lamp ‘fire ’ in his  hand  as often as  he held it up  to the roof  of 
the working, and  by  constant  repetition of this action, the wires 
would have become red-hot and would  even  have burst. With  a 
Geordie lamp, having tt glass tube inside, the  gas could  be  re- 
peatedly exploded; but,  as the  lamp had always to be relighted, 
it  might be  considered an inconvenience  for the workman to be 
left in  the  dark in  a long working, when he would  have to .go to a 
place of safety to  relight  the lamp. 

On the subject of the ventilation of coal-mines, he  had no  heBita- 
tion in saying  that  the area of the shafts ought to be quadrupled, 
in  order  properly  to provide  for the safety of the mine  and for the 
health of the men. His opinion when a  young man, and it had 
been borne out  by  subsequent experience,  was that  the so-called 
Government inspection of coal-mines was useless. The  Inspector 
came after  an explosion and went  down the pit,  and then told the 
men what  they  ought to have done, but  he never told them 
beforehand what they should do to  prevent  an explosion. It was 
well known that in the present day in the  north of England, 
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in Derbyshire,  Lancashire, and Nottinghamshire, coal-mines  were 
worked with one shaft  with a brattice down the centre, one side 
being for the up-cast and  the  other for the down-cast. It could 
be. judged what  must be the  state of the ventilation of those 
mmes  under  such conditions. Let  the Government  Inspectors deal 
justice  to all, and insist either upon a greater  number of shafts, 
or  upon  shafts of a larger  area. The price of coal might  thereby 
be increased to a  trifling  extent,  but that would  be better than 
burning five hundred  or  six  hundrsd  men every year. He 
repeated  that, for the  quantity of cod got, the shafts  ought to 
be  quadrupled,  either in area or in number. 

On  the subject of the long-wall  system of working he would 
only say, it was a question of old  prejudices and old feelings. 
He  preferred  one  system, others preferred anot,her. He  believed 
if the system of working in some districts were  changed, that 
the greatest difficulties would arise with the men. It was  one of 
those old  prejudices that could  not easily be rooted out. 

Mr. J. KNOWLES observed that, only a year or two ago, an 
Act was  passed prohibiting  t'he use of one shaft to a mine where 
more than twenty men  were  employed. There was an absolute 
necessity to have  two shafts. Ne agreed that Inspectors should 
be persons qualified to give  proper  instructions to those who had 
charge of the workings-not  sub-inspectors but men  who  could 
give good information. 

Some experiments  on  temperature  had been  made  by him in  the 
Pendleton colliery. Mr. Bainbridge  stated that a difference of 
temperature took  place i n  descending,  which he  thought  in a 
measure might be  accounted for; because  immediately the coal 
was  opened out, a decrease of temperature took  place. In  that  
particular colliery it was  found, that  the large  current of air passing 
along  the main air-ways  reduced the  temperature of the mine very 
rapidly. That colliery had been  worked for a long while  on t'he 
long-wall  system. The headings  were  driven to the  further end, 
and the coal  worked  back so as  to reduce the amount of face as 
much as possible. I n  his opinion, by working on the long-wall 
system, the commercial  value of the coal ~ a s  increased, and  it 
could  be brought  into the market in a  better state. He considered 
that collieries should  be  worked with naked lights ; because if a 
mine was not in a fit state for naked lights to be  employed, 
it was not fit for men  to work in. He had  advocated that plan 
for  many years, and  he  still employed  naked lights. At  the same 
time a safety-lamp  was  used as a precaution, and every man 
went to  his work with a safety-lamp; but previous to going  into 
his working  place, a fireman had gone  round to see that  it was 
safe. When safe thc men  could use a naked light  throughout 
the day. 
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Mr. BAINBRIDGE said, he was  indebted to Mr. Knowles  for the 
results  he  had given of the experiments made at  the Pendleton 
colliery. 

In regard to safety-lamps, the question, though  foreign to  the 
olject of his  Paper, was an important one. Whilst the Stephenson 
lamp  had  the advantage of becoming extinguished when  exposed 
to tlle action of gas, it was  objectionable on account of the bad 
light  it gave. The Davy  lamp showed a better  light,  and could 
not be  considered liable to  the  danger alluded  to, since a constant 
repetition of the action of firing the  gas  in  the lamp would not 
be  allowed to  take place, a single  test  being sutficient to prove the 
prese,nce of gas, and  the  danger of that part of the mine. Both 
the Stephenson and  the  Davy lamps, as well as the Clauny, had, 
however,  been  proved,  by a series of experiments made  by the 
North of England  Institute of Mining  Engineers, at which he  had 
assisted, to be unsafe, where the  current of explosive gas impinged 
upon the lamp at a greater velocity than about 3U feet per second ; 
whilst the Mueseler lamp, in use in Belgian mines,  stood this  test 
without firing. Since this fact was ascertained, numerous safety- 
lamps  had been  devised, and several had proved to be  safe, but 
the  arrangement for effecting safety  had the objection of obstruct- 
ing, in some  cases, the ingress of air  to  support combustion. 
Safety-lamps  were cerhinly applicable to many mines  where  naked 
lights could not be used. This was the case in mines such as the 
Oaks, where sudden outbursts of gas occurred, and where falls 
of the roof occasionally  dashed down gas congregated in the 
cavities causecl by the falling in of the roof. It was  one of the 
costly difficulties of mining, that accidents  which  seldom  occurred 
had yet  to be  provided against. 
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